


WITHSTAND
(NOUN): (विरोध करना): resist

Synonyms: hold out against, stand

up to

Antonyms: give in

Example Sentence: The structure

had been designed to withstand

winds of more than 100 mph.
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What is cloze test??????
A test in which one is asked to

supply words that have been

removed from a passage in order

to measure one's ability to

comprehend text.



THE HISTORY OF CLOZE 

READING TESTS
In 1953, Wilson L. Taylor

researched cloze tests as a means

of determining reading

comprehension.



Tips to handle Cloze test-

1- Read thoroughly: Read the passage

thoroughly to get an idea of the

passage. Read slowly and gain an

understanding of the text. Once the

theme of the paragraph is clear, it

becomes easy to fill in the blanks.

2- Link the sentences together: Always

remember, it is a passage, so the

sentences are linked to one another.

Never make a mistake of treating

every sentence an individual one.



Tips to handle Cloze test-

3- Type of word to fill in: Look at

the blanks carefully and try to

assess which kind of word to put

in the blank. Words can be based

on grammar, prepositions, tenses,

vocabulary etc.

4- Tone: Passage may contain

some specific tone like narrative,

critical, sarcastic, humorous etc.

So, always make a right choice of

a word.



Tips to handle Cloze test-

5- Negate options:

Sometimes, words are too

close, eliminating wrong

choices can help.

6- Key words: Pay close

attention to key words/

clues in the sentences

before and after the given

blank.



CLOZE 
TEST 1



Can we see (1) ......... the earth is a

globe? Yes, we can, when we watch a

ship that sails out to sea. If we watch

closely, we see that the ship begins (2)

........ . The bottom of the ship disappears

first, and then the ship seems to sink

lower and lower, (3) ......... we can only

see the top of the ship, and then we see

nothing at all. What is hiding the ship from

us? It is the earth. Stick a pin most of the

way into an orange, and (4) ......... turn the

orange away from you. You will see the

pin disappear, (5) ......... a ship does on

the earth.

1. Option C



Can we see (1) ......... the earth is a globe?

Yes, we can, when we watch a ship that sails

out to sea. If we watch closely, we see that the

ship begins (2) ........ . The bottom of the ship

disappears first, and then the ship seems to

sink lower and lower, (3) ......... we can only

see the top of the ship, and then we see

nothing at all. What is hiding the ship from us?

It is the earth. Stick a pin most of the way into

an orange, and (4) ......... turn the orange away

from you. You will see the pin disappear, (5)

......... a ship does on the earth.

2. A. being disappeared        B. to be 

disappeared

2. Option D



Can we see (1) ......... the earth is a globe?

Yes, we can, when we watch a ship that

sails out to sea. If we watch closely, we

see that the ship begins (2) ........ . The

bottom of the ship disappears first, and

then the ship seems to sink lower and

lower, (3) ......... we can only see the top of

the ship, and then we see nothing at all.

What is hiding the ship from us? It is the

earth. Stick a pin most of the way into an

orange, and (4) ......... turn the orange

away from you. You will see the pin

disappear, (5) ......... a ship does on the

earth.

3. Option A



Can we see (1) ......... the earth is a globe? Yes,

we can, when we watch a ship that sails out to

sea. If we watch closely, we see that the ship

begins (2) ........ . The bottom of the ship

disappears first, and then the ship seems to sink

lower and lower, (3) ......... we can only see the

top of the ship, and then we see nothing at all.

What is hiding the ship from us? It is the earth.

Stick a pin most of the way into an orange, and

(4) ......... turn the orange away from you. You will

see the pin disappear, (5) ......... a ship does on

the earth.

4. A. reluctantly            B. accidentally           

C. slowly

4. Option C



Can we see (1) ......... the earth is a globe?

Yes, we can, when we watch a ship that sails

out to sea. If we watch closely, we see that

the ship begins (2) ........ . The bottom of the

ship disappears first, and then the ship

seems to sink lower and lower, (3) ......... we

can only see the top of the ship, and then we

see nothing at all. What is hiding the ship

from us? It is the earth. Stick a pin most of

the way into an orange, and (4) ......... turn the

orange away from you. You will see the pin

disappear, (5) ......... a ship does on the earth.

5. A. the same      B. alike          C. 

5. Option C



CLOZE TEST- 2



After months of colder weather, the days

get longer, the buds (1) ............ in the

trees, birds sing, and the world (2)

............ a green dress. Spring passes (3)

............ summer. Everyone knows that

summer will not (4) ............ . The power

of all the wisest men and women in the

world cannot keep it for us. The corn

becomes ripe, the leaves turn brown and

then drop to the ground, (5) ............ the

world changes its green dress for a dress

of autumn colors.

1. A. fall off       B. take up         

C. put off

1. Option D



After months of colder weather, the days get

longer, the buds (1) ............ in the trees,

birds sing, and the world (2) ............ a green

dress. Spring passes (3) ............ summer.

Everyone knows that summer will not (4)

............ . The power of all the wisest men

and women in the world cannot keep it for us.

The corn becomes ripe, the leaves turn

brown and then drop to the ground, (5)

............ the world changes its green dress for

a dress of autumn colors.

2. A. looks after      B. puts on       C. 

carries on

D. comes round     E. deals with

2. Option B



After months of colder weather, the days

get longer, the buds (1) ............ in the

trees, birds sing, and the world (2) ............

a green dress. Spring passes (3) ............

summer. Everyone knows that summer will

not (4) ............ . The power of all the wisest

men and women in the world cannot keep

it for us. The corn becomes ripe, the

leaves turn brown and then drop to the

ground, (5) ............ the world changes its

green dress for a dress of autumn colors.

3. A. into    B. by    C. from    D. on      

E. out of

3. Option A



After months of colder weather, the days get

longer, the buds (1) ............ in the trees, birds

sing, and the world (2) ............ a green dress.

Spring passes (3) ............ summer. Everyone

knows that summer will not (4) ............ . The

power of all the wisest men and women in the

world cannot keep it for us. The corn

becomes ripe, the leaves turn brown and then

drop to the ground, (5) ............ the world

changes its green dress for a dress of

autumn colors.

4. A. forego     B. evaluate       C. 

succumb    D. last           E. evolve

4. Option D



After months of colder weather, the days get

longer, the buds (1) ............ in the trees, birds

sing, and the world (2) ............ a green dress.

Spring passes (3) ............ summer. Everyone

knows that summer will not (4) ............ . The

power of all the wisest men and women in the

world cannot keep it for us. The corn becomes

ripe, the leaves turn brown and then drop to the

ground, (5) ............ the world changes its green

dress for a dress of autumn colors.

5. A. yet         B. therefore       C. 

since       D. whereas        E. and
5. Option E



Surprise Vocab of the 

Day

(ADJECTIVE): (बचकाना): childish

Synonyms: immature, infantile

Antonyms: mature

Example Sentence:

We had a puerile argument.



Surprise Vocab of the 

Day



HOME WORK 

ANSWER
He was unconscious and we rushed him

to a government hospital but staff there

refused to treat him as his condition was

critically and his identity would unknown.

01. Critical and their identity unknown

02. Critical and his identity was

unknown

03. Critically and her identity can

unknown

04. Critical but his identity be unknown

05. No correction required



HOME WORK

Hopefully, this last order of the apex

court / b) will help in bringing a

speedy closure to the case / c) and

sound out politicians and bureaucrats

/ d) against interfering in CBI

investigations. / e) No error




